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1. ROKBOX is lighter so reduces CO2 
emissions during transport. 

2. Zero waste goes to landfill. 

3. The carbon footprint to manufacture 
and deliver every ROKBOX is offset 
with carbon credits.

ROKBOX reduces your carbon footprint by 
addressing three issues that contribute to 

global warming.
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ROKBOX analysed art 

shipments with environmental 

consultants EuGeos. 

The weight of an art shipment 

is directly proportional to its 

carbon footprint. 

ROKBOX is 40% lighter so 

reduces CO2 emissions 

proportionally.
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If a gallery in Europe ships artworks in 20 large ROKBOXs to a gallery in New York instead of in 
equivalent wooden crates, their carbon footprint is reduced by an estimated 5.27 Tonnes of CO2.  

That’s equivalent to:

miles 

622 2,784

Driving

13,612

Saving

bags of trash

The carbon absorbed by 

trees

or driving from  
London to Beijing and back each yearfrom going to landfill

- Figures correct at time of writing 
- Data sources: gov.uk greenhouse gas reporting conversion factors & US EPA greenhouse gas equivalencies calculator

Galleries

http://gov.uk
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If a London museum holds a blockbuster exhibition and receives 
1 loan each from New York, Zurich, Hong Kong, LA and San Francisco 
and then returns them, using ROKBOX 70s vs equivalent wooden crates 
reduces their carbon footprint by an estimated 3.02 Tonnes of CO2. 
That’s equivalent to: 

Institutions

CO2 Emissions Example

- Figures correct at time of writing 
- Data sources: gov.uk greenhouse gas reporting conversion factors & US EPA greenhouse gas equivalencies calculator

bags of trash going 
to landfill

smartphone charges
miles of driving from the 

average passenger

7,308 132 385,225

or from London to Vladivostok

http://gov.uk
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242 galleries ship to Art Basel Hong Kong in 2019, of which 118 are New 
York based. If each New York gallery sent 5 artworks in ROKBOX 70s 
instead of equivalent wooden crates, their carbon footprint would be 
reduced by an estimated 675 tonnes of CO2. That’s equivalent to: 

Art fairs

115

homes with electricity 
for 1 year

CO2 Emissions Example

- Figures correct at time of writing 
- Data sources: gov.uk greenhouse gas reporting conversion factors & US EPA greenhouse gas equivalencies calculator

miles 

337,353

Driving

1.7M

The carbon absorbed by 

trees

each yearor to the moon and back 3.5 times

average US homes 
in 1 year

115

The electricity used by

http://gov.uk
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Crates and internal single-use packaging are often 
discarded when an artwork is moved and end up in landfill.

Museums

Collectors
Art fairs

Storage / Freeports

Artists & 
Foundations

Galleries &
Dealers 

Auctions
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Reducing waste

Traditional wooden crates are: 

Custom made for a specific artwork and are disposed 
of after use  

Lined with foams and rely upon works being wrapped 
in single-use plastics 

Often painted and varnished which means they go to 
landfill as the wood can’t be recycled  

Made from wood, the irony being trees remove 
carbon from the atmosphere!

ROKBOX is:  

Re-usable, durable and adaptable for multiple 
artworks and multiple journeys 

The design means no internal packaging waste from 
single use plastics and non-biodegradable foams 

Made from recycled and recyclable materials

Regarding traditional wooden crates: “… the amount 
of waste is disgusting.” The Art Newspaper, 2018 
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A collection that ships 250 artworks averaging 165cm x 172cm in a year uses an estimated 3,750m2 
single-use polythene and 1,114m3 non-biodegradable foam. 

That’s equivalent to:

Reducing waste: Collections

enough foam to make 121,087 
swimming noodles

enough plastic sheeting for Christo 
to wrap the Statue of Liberty 
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ROKBOX is Carbon Neutral at Delivery  

- Carbon Credits offset CO2 released in one place by funding projects that reduces CO2 

in another. 

- ROKBOX purchases verified carbon credits through Carbon Footprint Ltd. 

- ROKBOX retires these credits as ROKBOXs are delivered. 

TM



Safe. Efficient. Sustainable.

ROKBOX 
OFFICE 136  
CHINAWORKS  
100 BLACK PRINCE ROAD  
LONDON, SE1 7SJ  
UNITED KINGDOM 

+44 (0)20 3176 8573  

ROK-BOX.COM 
INFO@ROK-BOX.COM

ROKBOX IS A TRADING NAME OF CRATEIGHT LIMITED 

REGISTERED ADDRESS: 5 FLEET PLACE, LONDON, EC4M 7RD, UNITED KINGDOM 
REGISTERED COMPANY No.9824787
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